As in Brazil, public auction is required for public entities to contract services, concessions, partnerships, and other, is absolutely necessary to provide answers to several questions that are not clear regarding "Manaus Landfill Gas Project", as follows:

1. In which date was the public auction that contracted CONESTOGA-ROVERS & ASSOCIADOS Engenharia S/A?
2. What is the type of the contract? Services Provider, concession, partnership or other?
3. What were the contract conditions established for remunerating CONESTOGA-ROVERS & ASSOCIADOS Engenharia S/A?
4. In which date was the public auction that established a partnership, or contracted BGC International?
5. What is BGC International role as project participant and what are the remunerating basis and criteria for remunerating on this contract?
6. How Belém Municipality intend to commercialize its CERs?
7. Is it clear for the municipality that they are not authorized by local legislation to commercialize CERs prior to its emissions?
8. As it's a public landfill, its mandatory having public information regarding all procedures and assure it’s compliance to local laws.
9. Must be on the web site, not only the PDD but, Auction documents and contracts signed between the players involved.